Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is a family of methods that embed a given set of points into a simple, usually flat, domain. The points are assumed to be sampled from some metric space, and the mapping attempts to preserve the distances between each pair of points in the set. Distances in the target space can be computed analytically in this setting. Generalized MDS is an extension that allows mapping one metric space into another, that is, multidimensional scaling into target spaces in which distances are evaluated numerically rather than analytically. Here, we propose an efficient approach for computing such mappings between surfaces based on their natural spectral decomposition, where the surfaces are treated as sampled metric-spaces. The resulting spectral-GMDS procedure enables efficient embedding by implicitly incorporating smoothness of the mapping into the problem, thereby substantially reducing the complexity involved in its solution while practically overcoming its non-convex nature. The method is compared to existing techniques that compute dense correspondence between shapes. Numerical experiments of the proposed method demonstrate its efficiency and accuracy compared to state-of-the-art approaches.
Introduction
Matching non-rigid or deformable shapes is a challenging problem involving a large number of degrees of freedom. While matching rigid objects one needs to search for isometries in a three dimensional Euclidean space, a problem that can be described by six parameters. Matching solvers for rigid surfaces in R 3 are known as iterative closest point algorithms or ICP [17, 9] . Nonrigid matching usually involves much more dimensions that can add up to the number of points of the sampled surfaces that one wishes to match. When ignoring the continuity and thus smoothness of matching one surface to another, the problem can be viewed as a combinatorial one, for which the computational complexity is exponential. The problem in this setting is NP hard, which is the hardest to solve in terms of computational complexity. The question we address is how to efficiently solve this notoriously hard problem.
Various attempts to define robust and invariant meaningful measures by which articulated objects and deformable shapes could be identified were made. Adopting tools from metric geometry, the Gromov-Hausdorff distance [23, 16] , and its variants were suggested as candidates for measuring the discrepancy between two deformable shapes [34, 13, 14, 40] . The GromovHausdorff distance between two surfaces S and Q, or d GH (S, Q) in short, is the maximal distortion introduced when bijectively embedding S into Q and vice-versa. Motivated by early attempts of finding a common parametrization for surfaces [45, 50] , the idea of treating surfaces as metric spaces that can be embedded into simple spaces was first suggested in [20] . There, the metric of each surface is first embedded into a small dimensional Euclidean space, say R 3 , by a procedure known as multidimensional scaling [10, 42, 15] . The flat mappings or canonical forms in the Euclidean space are then treated as rigid surfaces and matched, for example, by ICP. Though the idea is appealing as far as its simplicity has to do, the embedding error of mapping a non-flat manifold into a flat finite dimensional domain can be substantial with little hope for convergence. The question the geometric processing community was occupied with, is how to avoid intermediate simple spaces while still being able to computationally handle the seemingly complicated task of matching non-rigid surface. Towards that end, Memoli and Sapiro [35, 34] provided the support that sampling surfaces could be tolerated within the Gromov-Hausdorff framework. In other words, the sampling error is linear as a function of the distance between the sampled points, and could thus be bounded when comparing sampled surfaces. Equipped with that encouraging result, Bronstein et al . [12] exploited the fact that the d GH could be formalized as three coupled generalized multidimensional scaling problems for which they introduced a numerical solver [13] .
In retrospective, the Hausdorff measure optimized for by celebrated iterative closet point (ICP) procedure [17, 9, 36] can be interpreted as a GromovHausdorff distance where distances are computed in the embedding R 3 Euclidean space. Other simple intermediate embedding spaces for matching non-rigid shapes were advocated. The eigenspace of the Laplace-Baltrami operator was suggested in various flavors, for example by Mateus et al . [33] , and by Rustamov [43] , as potential Euclidean target space, see also [8, 18, 30] . Lipman et al. [32, 31] embedded shapes conformally into disks between which the correspondence boils down again to a six parameters Möbius transform, see also [24, 26, 48] . In that case, metric embedding errors are replaced by numerical ones, as important features with effective Gaussian curvature often scale down substantially and can practically vanish when sub-sampled. Partial remedy to this conformal distortion was proposed in [4] . Kim et al . [27] suggested a refinement procedure, while using conformal mappings that perform well only locally. They softly tailored a handful of such locally good maps, using a procedure they coined as blending.
Heuristics that reduce the complexity of the dense matching problem and detect some initial state at a significant basin of attraction for convex solvers to refine were often employed by the above approaches. Such heuristics use feature point detectors and descriptors. Some examples include the heat kernel signature (HKS) [46, 21] , global point signature (GPS) [43] , wave kernel signature (WKS) [6] , and scale-space representation [47] . Matching the metric spaces with either geodesic [35, 13] or diffusion [8, 18, 14] distances, could then be treated as a regularization or refinement term. It produced dense correspondence from the sparse one provided by matching the feature points [19] . Higher order structures were suggested for example in [49] . Dense matching was further accelerated by hierarchical solvers like [44, 41] . Still, the complexity of searching over the space of all possible point-to-point correspondences was determined by the number points one wishes to match.
Ovsjanikov et al . [37] illuminated the fact that given two functional spaces, and given the correspondence between these two spaces, there is a linear relation between the functional representation of a function in one space (shape) and its corresponding functional representation in the second space (shape). This linear relation is due to the given correspondence and can be viewed as a matrix translating the decomposition coefficients of a function in one metric space to its set of corresponding coefficients in the other. When the functional spaces are the eigenfunctions of the surface LBO [30] , the right matching matrix for isometric surfaces would be nothing but the identity. Ovsjanikov et al . [37] named these linear connections between functional spaces as functional maps and used them to find dense correspondence between shapes. Under the assumption of smooth function representation, for which the Laplace-Beltrami provides a natural basis [1] , only a small number of leading eigenfunctions may be considered. Thus, the combinatorial problem of correspondence detection can be casted as low dimensional functional map identification. As always, in [37, 39] , a number of matching regions or feature points was required for computing the correspondence using functional maps.
When matching non-isometric shapes, the corresponding Laplace-Beltrami eigenspaces are incompatible. This effect is substantial, for instance, in the case of various human body shapes in the SCAPE dataset [5] . To overcome that limitation, Kovnatsky et al . [29] suggested constructing common approximate harmonic bases for pairs of shapes by joint diagonalization. That is, the functional map, treated as a matrix, is restricted to be diagonal. Pokrass et al. [39] subsequently formulated the non-rigid isometric matching problem as permuted sparse coding. There, the dense correspondence is extracted through coupling the functional map representation with that of matching corresponding regions. The computation is performed by alternating minimization over the unknown functional map, while penalizing non-diagonal solutions, and a permutation matrix, representing the correspondences.
In this paper, we argue that the L 2 version of the Gromov-Hausdorff framework for matching deformable shapes can be naturally casted into the spectral domain with a novel functional map representation. Here, we overcome the compromise of having to match multiple semi-local or differential structures also known as sparse matching, while at the same token, reduce the overall complexity of the dense matching problem. We utilize the following important observations:
• The point-to-point correspondence itself between two shapes can be thought of as a functional map between the functional spaces of the shapes.
• Distances measured on a shapes are smooth functions, and as such are well suited for our functional map representation. See recent theoretical and empirical support for the multidimensional scaling case in [2] .
We present a spectral formulation for the generalized multidimensional scaling method [13] , that we denote as spectral GMDS, or S-GMDS in short. We show that the suggested procedure outperforms state-of-the-art dense correspondence solvers in terms of complexity and accuracy while substantially reducing the amount of required supporting features.
Notations
We consider a two dimensional parametrized Riemannian manifold M , equipped with a metric tensor G. The metric G induces several scalar products ·, · G .
• For any tangent plane of M at any point p ∈ M , denoted by
• For any two functions, f and h, defined on M , f, h G is defined as
where p(M ) represents the parametrization space of M , and g = det(G).
• For any two vector fields, U and V , on T (M ), U, V G is defined as
All the above scalar products induce their respective norms · G = ·, · G . Finally, the metric tensor G induces two differential geometric operators for any function f defined over p(M ),
and ∂ i is the derivative with respect to the x i coordinate.
•
Functional maps
Given two shapes S 1 and S 2 , a functional map between S 1 and S 2 maps any function f 1 : S 1 → R to its image f 2 : S 2 → R. This map could be represented by an operator K defined on the functional space {f 1 : S 1 → R} and obtaining its values in {f 2 :
. If the mapping is linear, K is a linear operator and can be defined through a kernel k : S 1 × S 2 → R, where
where x ∈ S 1 , y ∈ S 2 , and da 1 (x) = √ g 1 dy, here g 1 = det (G 1 ), represents an infinitesimal area element of S 1 . For every kernel K, we define its conjugate K * as
For simplicity, consider S 1 and S 2 to be two triangulated surfaces, in which case, a discrete version of (1) can be defined by a matrix K, such that
Here, A 1 is a diagonal matrix in which {A 1 } ii is the area of the Voronoi cells about vertex i as introduced in [38] , and K i,j = k(x i , y j ).
Properties of functional maps
A functional map, linearly relating two functional spaces, represents an arbitrary relation between the two spaces. In order for such a mapping to have a practical meaning we need some constraints that would restrict it to a subspace of the possible functional maps from S 1 to S 2 . Specifically, we require the following properties
2. Smoothness, K should map a smooth function to a smooth function.
4. Mass preservation,
5. Local area preservation, or generalized Parseval's identity,
where 1 Ω is an indicator function that is equal to one in Ω and zero elsewhere.
It is shown in [43] that,
• Local area preservation holds, if and only if,
• Conformality holds, if and only if, ∀f, h ∈ {S 1 → R},
where ∇ G i is the gradient with respect to the metric G i of S i , i = 1, 2.
Dirichlet energy and smooth maps
The smoothness of a map reflects its ability to map a smooth function to a smooth function. One way to quantify the smoothness of such a map is to measure its Dirichlet energy.
Definition 3.1 The Dirichlet energy of the map K between two function spaces one on S 1 and the other on S 2 , is defined by
For any map k(x, y), integration by parts yields
where ∆ G i represent the Laplace Beltrami operator of S i . Using these relations, we have
where W i represents the cotangent weight matrix of the discretized Laplace Beltrami operator,
i W i , as introduced in [38] . We can similarly show that
The discrete Dirichlet energy of a functional map can now be approximated by
Mass Preservation
One of our requirements from the functional map is to be mass preserving. Formally, it has to satisfy
and
Translating these conditions to matrix notations, the mass preservation property can be discretized into,
where 1 is vector whose components are all equal to one.
Unitarity and local area preservation
An example of a functional unitarity is the Fourier transform. Let F define the Fourier transform, then, we have that
Associating this property to the kernel in Equation (1), allows us to write
and in a discrete setting,
where I is the identity matrix. This relation is equivalent to A 2 KA 1 K T = I, in which case, for any unitary map, we have,
Plugging the above formulas into Equation (4), it turns out that the Dirichlet energy of any unitary map is constant. Moreover, if the map K is unitary, then, for all functions f, h ∈ {S 1 → R} we have,
This demonstrates the equivalence between a unitary map and a local area preserving one.
Conformal map
The conformality, also known as angular, or isotropy preserving, of a functional map K is equivalent to,
Invoking Stockes theorem, the above equation can be written as
or in discrete setting
Eigenspace formulation
In [37] , the authors define a discrete representation of the functional maps between shapes that involves the eigenspace of the discretized Laplace-Beltrami Operators (LBO) of S 1 and S 2 . Let Φ i be the matrix that represents the eigenfunctions of the Laplace Beltrami operator of S i and Λ i its associated eigenvalues diagonal matrix, such that
The spectral representation of K with respect to Φ 1 and Φ 2 can be described by a matrix α such that
In this setting, we readily have that, (6) can be written as
Multiplying the left hand side by Φ 
Along the same line, the discrete Dirichlet energy (4) can be similarly simplified into
The conformality equation (7) reads
and can be rewritten as
that is equivalent to
Finally, the mass preservation, defined in Equation (5), can be rewritten as
where
Putting all ingredients together, we consider spectral representation of smooth low area and angle distortion, mass preserving, linear maps, such that 
Spectral interpolation
Let us consider a triangulated surface S, with n vertices V i , and J a subset of {1, 2, . . . , n} such that |J | = m ≤ n. Given a map D : S × S → R defined to every pair of points of S, and whose values are known at a given set of m points V J = {V j , j ∈ J }, we can extend the value of D by interpolating the value of D over the other points of S, such that the map we get is as smooth as possible. Formally, we aim to find a map h defined on S × S whose values obtains at V J × V J coincides with the values of D, and whose Dirichlet Energy introduced in Definition (3.1) is minimal. This problem of smooth interpolation could be written as
Using the spectral reformulation of this energy and defining by α the spectral representation of h, the problem can be rewritten as
where (Λ, Φ) represent the diagonal matrices of eigenvalues and the matrix of eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator of S. Expressing the constraint as a penalty function we end up with the following optimization problem min
where · F represents the Froebenius norm. Problem (10) is a minimization problem of a quadratic function of α. Then, representing α as an row-stack vector α, the problem can be rewritten as a quadratic programming problem. Next, let us recall the generalized multidimensional scaling procedure for shape matching, and then cast it into a spectral setting.
GMDS
Consider the shape correspondence problem that involves in searching for the best point to point assignment of two given shapes, S 1 and S 2 . The Generalized Multi-Dimensional Scaling [13] is a procedure that computes the map that best preserves the inter-geodesic distances while embedding one surface into another. Formally, if D 1 and D 2 represent the inter-geodesic distances matrix of S 1 and S 2 , respectively, roughly speaking, the GMDS attempts to find the permutation matrix P minimizing PD 1 − D 2 P 2 2 . It could be written as
It appears to be an NP hard problem that ignores the continuous nature of the shapes and their potentially smooth relation. Several variations were proposed over the last years to reduce the intrinsic complexity of the problem [13, 31, 39] . Here, we start by following a similar initial path by relaxating the hard constraint P ij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(i, j). In addition, we restrict our solution to be unitary, mass and inter-geodesic distances preserving, with minimal conformal distortion, that produces a bijective linear map from S 1 to S 2 , and defines a fuzzy correspondence between the surfaces. Moreover, for the sake of consistency with the definition of a functional map, we replace PX with PA 1 X and XP with XA 2 P. Our new problem is defined by
s.t.
where · 2 2 represents the discretization of the L 2 norm of a mapping between S 1 and S 2 . In continuous setting,
and in its discrete version,
Then, our L 2 measure defined in Equation (12) reads,
exploiting the relation P T A 2 PA 1 = I. Then, Problem (12) can be reformulated as
We are now ready to introduce smoothness to the game.
Shape correspondence in spectral domain
The correspondence P may be thought of as a functional map between S 1 and S 2 , up to area normalization. Thus, following the analysis in Section 3, we may write
The inverse operator is defined as
so that Property (6), namely, P T A 2 PA 1 = I, holds for the correspondence map P. As shown in Section 3, this condition is equivalent to α T α = I. In addition, for P to be mass preserving (5), we obtain similar constraints on the mapping α αΦ
One of the important consequences of using the functional map representation of the correspondence is a reduction of the size of the problem. We started by searching for a point-wise matching between the vertices of S 1 and those of S 2 , with P ∈ [0, 1] |S 1 |×|S 2 | . Now, we consider the map α relating between the bases Φ 1 and Φ 2 , that is of size M 1 × M 2 , where
Let us exploit the interpolated distance representation introduced in [2] , and briefly presented in Section 4 according to which
Our target measure (13), now reads
We obtained a new optimization problem, where α is our new argument.
Finally, we rewrite some of the constraints as penalty measures that yield
Experimental results
Several experiments were performed in order to evaluate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method. We used two publicly available datasets -TOSCA [11] and SCAPE [5] . The TOSCA dataset contains 90 densely sampled synthetic human and animal surfaces, divided into several classes with given point-to-point correspondences between the shapes within each class. The SCAPE dataset contains scans of real human bodies in different poses.
In our first experiment, we selected almost isometric surfaces within the same class from the TOSCA dataset, and computed correspondences between them using the proposed Spectral-GMDS. We visualize the quality of the mapping by transferring a couple of functions defined on one shape to the other, using the procedure from [37] , as shown in Figures 1 and 2 . In Figure 3 we visualize point-to-point correspondences between several almost isometric poses of a horse, obtained using the S-GMDS.
Figures 4 and 5 compare the accuracy of the proposed method to other methods using the evaluation procedure proposed in [27] . The evaluation protocol was applied to both TOSCA [11] and SCAPE [5] datasets. For the other methods, we used the information provided in [27] .
In all of our experiments, we used pre-computed geodesic distances between a subset of surface points, as defined in Equation (18) . The geodesic distances were calculated using the fast marching method [28] , between 5% of surface points, sampled using the farthest point sampling method [25, 22] . To minimize the objective function in Equation (20) we used the PBM toolbox by M. Zibulevsky [7] . All the experiments were executed on a 2.7 GHz Intel Core i7 machine with 16GB RAM. Average runtimes for pairs of shapes of various sizes from the TOSCA dataset are shown in Table 1 . demonstrates the robustness of the proposed approach to typical types of noise.
In the benchmark protocol proposed by Kim et al . [27] the so-called ground-truth correspondence between shapes is assumed to be given. Then, a script, provided by the authors, computes the geodesic departure of each point, mapped by the evaluated method, from what the authors refer to as true location. The distortion curves describe the percentage of surface points falling within a relative geodesic distance from what is assumed to be their true locations. For each shape, the geodesic distance is normalized with respect to the shape's squared root of the area. It is important to note that true location here is a subjective measure. In fact, measuring the geodesic distortion of the given correspondences demonstrates a substantial discrepancy between corresponding pairs of points on most surface pairs from the given datasets. The distortion curves would thereby have an intrinsic ambiguity of about 5% − 25%. The state-of-the-art results reported in [39, 37] thus reflect departure from the isometric model, or over-fitting to the dataset or smooth interpolation between corresponding features, rather than the departure of the evaluated method from the isometry criterion. The geodesic errors computed for the provided datasets could account for subjective model fidelity rather than its axiomatic objective isometric accuracy. Based on Figure 6 in [37] , the results by Kim et al . [27] could just as well be our best reference for state of the art.
Still, even in this setting, the proposed method competes favorably with state of the art results. In a more favorable scenario, given two shapes for which the corresponding geodesic distortion is relatively small, the S-GMDS provides superior results compared to existing methods, as demonstrated in Figure 6 . 
Conclusions
Spectral generalized multidimensional scaling method (S-GMDS) was proposed and proven to be an accurate model and efficient tool for matching non-rigid shapes. It accounts for almost isometric deformations of surfaces with respect to the regular metric. Being able to account for distortions of large as well as small distances when comparing two surfaces, with a natural regularization of the matching, reduces the need for support of heuristics or initializations. By incorporating the smoothness of the mapping, we treat the shape matching problem holistically rather than as an interpolation between multiple matched features such as points, regions, or localized functions.
Here, we used a regular metric in which geodesic distances on the surface determine the isometric quantity we try to preserve and whose distortions we use as a discrepancy measure. In our future research, we will try to axiomatically tackle the problem of analyzing objects between which local scale can be a substantial factor, yet, the conceptual meaning of such local structures with different scale is preserved. Though conformality could partially capture such distortions, we expect the scale invariant geometry introduced in [3] and plugged into the proposed framework to serve as the natural metric in such semi-local uniform scaling scenarios. 
